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The disco king is the independent sequel to Boathouse Blues, the first title in
Sara H. Olsson's acclaimed series about the charmingly boring coastal
community Tradviken.

Tess lives in Tradviken, she loves her hometown, a place that most people consider
too quiet and boring. One of the few people who share her warm feelings for her
hometown is the self-proclaimed expert on royal families, Johannes Aleborn.
Maybe, it is possible to find love in Tradviken after all…

When Johannes shows up in the Million Kronas Question game show on TV, Tess’

rival Linnea suddenly spots Johannes and Tess’ hopes for the future seem to be
dashed. As if that were not enough, the small community of Tradviken suddenly
stands in the way of the business interests of the Swedish-American girl Christa,
daughter of a millionaire. Together with the divorced metropolitan girl Ellen and
the infamous Birgitta, winner of the Miss Sweden title in 1983, Tess has to collect a
small fortune to put a stop to Christa’s plans. It's make-or-break time for Tradviken!
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